Reprint System Debated
We take vigorous exception to the opinions expressed by Hofmann and others (Letters, 4 Dec. 1964, p. 1251) concerning distribution of reprints.
First, in most cases the costs of publication are either covered by grants, which support the majority of scientific investigators in this country today, or are met by the employer institutions, especially for those of us who are in government or industrial research. This being the case, there is little point in declaiming against the cost of reprints as though they were financed from the scientist's own pocket. Furthermore, many journals routinely charge a per-page publication fee which includes the cost of a reasonable number of reprints. We see no reason why the journal or some distributing agency should make an additional profit by sale of single reprints to individuals.
Secondly, reprints must be ordered in advance and are printed at the same time as the journal itself. The system recommended by Hofmann et al. would require that the publisher store a great many plates from back issues, since demand for individual papers cannot be forseen. To attempt to reproduce reprints by photo-offset or some other photocopying system, in order to avoid plate storage, would scarcely operate to reduce the cost of reprints.
A cost of even a few cents a page would work a hardship upon a great many scientists who constantly refer to a large number of scientific articles in their work, if they were required to buy each reprint with personal funds. Even if they could purchase reprints with grant or institutional funds, the time they or their secretaries -to say nothing of the accounting offices involved-spent in such purchasing procedures would far exceed the few moments required to send out a few reprints upon occasion. It is very unlikely that these moments de- 12 FEBRUARY 1965 tract to any extent from scientific productivity.
Lastly, we think it is highly improbable that more than a small percentage of persons who mail reprintrequest cards are "reprint collectors." In our own institutions there are certainly fewer than 10 percent who would even consider taking the time for this. And most scientific investigators who have a real need for a specific reprint do not have the time to write or dictate letters detailing why they desire it.
We believe the main point concerning reprints is the rapid dissemination of information to the people most concerned. This is appropriately handled by the system of sending reprints upon request, a system which, in addition, acquaints an author with the names of others interested in his field. In our own experience profitable correspondence and exchange of papers have resulted from this system. Any procedure which renders this exchange more cumbersome or costly by inserting middlemen is to be avoided. What began as "a matter of courtesy in a small group of scholars" many years ago is an effective as well as time-honored means of interchange within the scientific community today. While it is true that many professional persons keep voluminous files I heartily endorse the proposal of Hofmann et al. In addition to the advantages mentioned in their letter, the distribution of reprints by the publisher or his agents might guarantee that reprints will always be available on request and so do away with "Sorry, reprints exhausted" cards, which many courteous scientists take the trouble to send out.
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As a footnote to the letter of Hofmann et al., I might add that the present arrangement for procuring reprints is also time-consuming and irritating to the one requesting the reprints. Generally, if you do not write for a reprint immediately after the journal appears, the requests go unanswered or ignored. This makes it necessary to keep records, and, if the reprints requested are not forthcoming in a month or so, to return to the journals and arrange to have photocopies made, thus doubling the invested time.
A stamp plan is already in operation for obtaining reprints from one journal, Biochimnica et Biophysica Acta. I hope that other journals will adopt similar plans. The proposal that reprints should be purchased directly from the publisher seems to us an excellent one. Motivated by the same considerations as the authors of that proposal, we have put an alternative scheme into practice. The reprint requester is sent by return mail a mimeographed form letter, with a request form which he fills out and returns: Dear Dr.
We (have received) (expect to receive) your request for our publication entitled reference Because we are swamped with requests for reprints of this paper, and have only a limited supply of reprints available, we must restrict the number of requests that we honor. We enclose therefore a form for you to fill out, in the hope that the inconvenience it causes you will be more than compensated for by a more equitable distribution of reprints than we have, heretofore, achieved.
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